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1. The social impacts of 
the arts – myth or reality?
Eleonora Belfiore

Cultural policy is considered, at least traditionally, the Cinderella of

the public policy sphere. As an area of low priority in political

discourse, the cultural sector has only ever attracted a modest

proportion of public expenditure. Public spending on the arts is still

significantly lower, proportionately, to spending on other sectors of

the welfare system (education, social and health services, etc.).

Nevertheless, there is little doubt that in recent years the arts and

culture have gained a much more central role in public policy

debate.

A clear sign of the growing interest of politicians and policy-makers

in the arts is reflected, for instance, in the developments that have been

taking place in the last twenty years or so at the local level. Despite

pressure from the Department for Culture Media and Sport (DCMS)

on local authorities to draw up ‘cultural plans’, cultural provision at
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the local level is statutory only in Scotland and Northern Ireland. This

means that, with the significant exception of the Public Library

Service, the arts and culture represent areas of discretionary expendi-

ture for local authorities. And yet, local authorities have chosen to get

involved in art provision, so much so, that local authorities’ spending

on the arts exceeded that of central government for the first time in

1988/89; and the spending on the arts by local government is currently

larger than that made by the ACE and the Regional Offices, and is only

slightly less than that made by the DCMS.

Crucial in this development is the fact that the cultural sector’s

higher degree of visibility in the political arena has been accompa-

nied by the increased capacity of the sector to tap into other public

policy budgets. Clive Gray defines this phenomenon as ‘policy

attachment’.1 Attachment, in short, represents a strategy that allows

a ‘weak’ policy sector with limited political clout to attract enough

resources to achieve its policy objectives. This is achieved through

the sector’s ‘attachment’ to other policy concerns that appear more

worthy, or that occupy a more central position in the political

discourse of the time. The most obvious (and often high-profile)

example of this trend is surely the financing of cultural projects in

the context of urban regeneration programmes. As early as the

financial year 1993-4, urban regeneration spending was already the

third most important source of UK central government support for

the cultural sector in England.2

Another glaring case of ‘attachment’ is the cultural sector’s

involvement in the fight against the plight of social exclusion, a cause

that has become the hallmark of New Labour’s social policy. One of

the first initiatives introduced by the New Labour government after

it won the general elections in 1997 was the establishment of a ‘Social
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22 Culture Vultures

Exclusion Unit’ (SEU) with the remit of placing the issue of

‘inclusion’ at the very heart of the processes of governance in this

country. The SEU defines social exclusion as “a shorthand label for

what can happen when individuals or areas suffer from a combina-

tion of linked problems such as unemployment, poor skills, low

incomes, poor housing, high crime environments, bad health and

family breakdown”. The notion of social exclusion, then, has the

benefit of conceiving poverty and disadvantage as multidimensional

rather than merely in terms of income and expenditure. While

material disadvantage is still a primary focus of strategies for social

inclusion, they also encompass a growing awareness for the cultural

and social dimensions of socio-economic disadvantage.

The arts and the cause of social inclusion

In view of such a central role of inclusion strategies in so-called

‘third-way’ politics and contemporary governance in the UK, it is

hardly surprising that the subsidised cultural sector should have

‘attached’ itself to the inclusion agenda. In many ways, this has been

a successful strategy, for it has allowed the cultural sphere an

unprecedented visibility and prominence in the public policy

discourse. That a process of ‘attachment’ was taking place was openly

acknowledged by the government itself. The Policy Action Team 10

(PAT 10) report in 1999 argued that participation in the arts and

sport can, and should, effectively contribute to neighbourhood

renewal by improving communities’ performance in the four key

areas of health, crime, employment and education.3

References to the alleged social impacts of the arts still remain an

important tool in the advocacy strategy followed by UK cultural
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institutions today. It should not come as a surprise, then, that the

‘transformative powers’ of the arts should have pride of place in the

current cultural policy discourse. That the belief in the positive

social impacts of the arts still holds strong within the British arts

funding system appears clearly from this passage from the latest Arts

Council of England manifesto entitled Ambitions for the Arts,

published in February 2003:

We will argue that being involved with the arts can have a lasting and

transforming effect on many aspects of people’s lives. This is true not

just for individuals, but also for neighbourhoods, communities,

regions and entire generations, whose sense of identity and purpose

can be changed through art.

As a result of these developments, the subsidised cultural sector is

now expected to deliver on the basis of social and economic policy

targets that relate to social inclusion and local economic develop-

ment strategies already in place. After all, we must not forget that the

linkage of cultural policies to strategies for social inclusion and

neighbourhood renewal has taken place against the backdrop of the

growing popularity of what is usually referred to as ‘evidence-based

policy making’, and the trend towards what has been dubbed

‘management by measurement’.4 In this new climate, evidence-

collection has increasingly come to be seen as a necessary grounding

for decision-making and policy drafting.

Ultimately, this development – and the broader trend towards

managerialism in public administration – has meant that the very

term ‘subsidy’ has become increasingly unpopular within the

cultural policy field, to the point of being supplanted by the now
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more appealing alternative of ‘investment’.5 This is a transformation,

however, that has gone well beyond the merely rhetorical level of a

change in the language of cultural policy. A primary consequence of

the attachment of cultural policy to other spheres of public policy-

making was the fact that this encouraged expectations that the

publicly funded arts and culture ought to address the priorities of

those other policy areas and should actively contribute to achieving

their objectives.6 As I will argue in the following section, this has put

the public arts sector under strenuous pressure to deliver on the

basis of such expectations and has moved commentators to argue

that the British cultural sector is progressively becoming target,

rather than process oriented.

The social impacts of the arts ... in detail

One important limitation of the current literature on the social

impacts of the arts is the underlying assumption that the same type

of impacts will accrue from different types of cultural activities on

different types of audiences/participants. Another complication is

represented by the fact that the phrase ‘social impacts of the arts’ is

usually employed with reference to a wide group of evaluation

methods, ranging from evaluation of the impacts of a single project

or organisation all the way to the effects of culture-led urban regen-

eration.

A further problem is that extant impacts studies seem to focus

mainly on community arts projects and programmes, often of a

participatory nature, which are a very specific type of cultural

activity (and, I would suggest that any type of participatory activity

would probably have an empowering effect, whether arts-based or
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not). It is not a matter of course that the social benefits accruing

from such cultural activities should be expected of other, more tradi-

tional ones (such as, for instance, being part of an audience).

Whether sitting amongst the spectators of a theatrical performance

can genuinely be a life-changing event is a contention that is much

harder to evaluate!

These are just some of the reasons why it is actually very hard (if

not even dubious) to talk about the ‘social impacts of the arts’ as a

broad group of beneficial social outcomes that can be expected of

cultural participation (be it ‘active’ or ’passive’). This is probably why

it is somewhat difficult to deconstruct the claims made in the

current literature and come up with a realistic list of possible social

impacts. A notable exception is the influential report compiled by

Matarasso for the consultancy group Comedia in 1997 and entitled

Use or Ornament? Here Matarasso identifies no less than fifty

distinct social impacts of the arts. However, these alleged impacts are

remarkably broad-ranging, if not positively vague. They range from

the more plausible claims that participation in the arts can “increase

people’s confidence and sense of self-worth”, “encourage adults to

take up education and training opportunities” and “provide a route

to rehabilitation and integration for offenders”, to decidedly fuzzier

ones – such as that the arts can “give people influence over how they

are seen by others”, “develop contact between the generations”, “help

people extend control over their own lives”,“help community groups

raise their vision beyond the immediate” or - equally obscurely -

“have a positive impact on how people feel”.

Arguably, not all of these impacts are susceptible to easy measure-

ment by a realistic and feasible evaluation process. And, indeed, the

assessment methodology proposed by Matarasso has been subjected to
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26 Culture Vultures

extensive criticism for being “flawed in its design, execution and concep-

tual basis”.7 One of the more crucial problems with the proposed

methodology was its lack of internal validity; the twenty-four questions

that constituted the main aspect of the evaluation process did not

appear to be informed by the hypothesis that the exercise aspired to

verify empirically (the aforementioned fifty impacts). Furthermore, the

questions were worded in an ambiguous manner that might have

induced ‘social desirability biased’ answer in respondents, thus resulting

in an on overstatement of the artistic activities’ impacts.8 Other prob-

lematic aspects of the proposed evaluation process were the lack of

control groups and of any before/after comparison in the assessment of

participants’ emotional state and quality of life.

More generally, the issue was raised about the lack of a longitudinal

perspective in the analysis of what were described as life-changing expe-

riences.9 The five-stage proposed evaluation model could never capture

long-term transformation. The five steps of the suggested evaluation

method are: planning setting indicators, execution, assessment, and

reporting. The report advises us that the assessment stage should take

place ‘on completion of the project’, whereas the different stakeholders

should all compile reports on the results of the projects ‘shortly after

completion’ of the project. However, as one of Comedia’s own working

papers clearly explains, long-term impacts ‘will typically take longer to

emerge than outputs’, and would not therefore be taken into account by

such an assessment process.10 More importantly, Matarasso fails to

establish a convincing causal link between any changes observed in the

participants and their involvement in the arts activity. Obviously, such a

failure strongly undermines his advocacy that “participatory arts project

are different, effective and cost very little in the context of spending on

social goals. They represent an insignificant financial risk to public
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services, but can produce impacts (social and economic) out of propor-

tion to their cost”.11 The lack of any opportunity cost analysis to back up

such a conclusion makes Matarasso’s claims all the more untenable.

In fairness, it is important to remind ourselves of the pioneering

nature of the work carried out by Matarasso and his collaborators.As the

report clearly acknowledged, Comedia’s researchers were treading previ-

ously uncharted territory. In Matarasso’s own words:“The study is a first

stage of an ongoing research programme, not a definitive response to

these issues. If it raises more questions as its answers, others may wish to

address them in the context of practical work”.12 In many respects, the

most interesting aspect of the popularity and influence of Matarasso’s

report in the British and international context is not the fact that the

methodology itself has found to be flawed (which is to be expected in

what was admittedly only a first step towards the development of an eval-

uation methodology), but rather the fact that policy-makers and arts

administrators accepted the report in toto as the methodology for social

impacts assessment. As a result, a number of alluring statistics from

Matarasso’s report were selectively quoted repeatedly and out of context

in policy papers and reports, with the result of “establishing a near-

consensus among cultural policy-makers”.13

A very selective use of the available information and evidence

seems to be, however, one of the characterising features of the

debates over the social impacts of the arts. Let’s consider, for instance

Fred Coalter’s Realising the potential of cultural services: the case for

the arts (2001), published by the Local Government Association.

Here Coalter gives great prominence to some data from a three-year

study into the effects of arts education in British schools showing

that students who took an arts-related subject (visual arts, music,

drama) achieved better GCSE results than students who had taken
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no arts subjects at all. However, Coalter barely comments on further

findings showing that students who took more than one arts-related

subject actually achieved worse results than students taking no

artistic subject at all, thus failing to deal with what are obviously

significant implications for his broader argument on the beneficial

educational effects of the arts.14 Interestingly, the study referred to in

Coalter’s report is also cited in a recent literature review compiled by

Jenny Hughes for The Unit for the Arts and Offenders.15 Here, unsur-

prisingly, the positive effects of arts education are listed in some

detail, but no mention at all is made of the correlation between the

choice of more than one art-related subject and poorer exam result.

Similarly, a report produced by Cave and Coutts in 2002 for the

South East London Strategic Health Authority, and entitled Health

evidence base for the Mayor’s draft cultural strategy also displays a

selective attitude to the choice of the sources of evidence for the social

impacts of the arts. So, a note of caution is put forward at the beginning

of the document, where the limitations of the extant literature and the

existing evidence are pointed out. However, in the small section of the

report entitled “Participation in the arts”, the argument in favour of the

positive effects of arts participation on health is built upon what is

evidently a very partial selection of the available literature. As a result, if

one were to only read the report in question, the matter of the arts’

positive effects on people’s quality of life and health would appear a

rather uncontroversial matter - a misguided conclusion indeed! 

The difficulty of identifying and classifying the supposed positive

impacts of the arts is also reflected in the persisting dissatisfaction

with current methodologies for impact measurement and evalua-

tion. As I am going to argue in the next section, in the context of the

growing trends towards evidence-based policy-making, the question
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of whether the cultural sector can provide convincing evidence of

the benefits that are assumed to accrue from cultural participation

has become, simply, paramount. In other words, do the arts really

generate positive social impacts? 

The social impacts of the arts: 
the evaluation dilemma

The complex new reality in which the cultural sector now operates

has meant that a lot of work has gone, in the last decade, into elabo-

rating methodologies that can convincingly assess the extent to

which the claimed social impacts actually follow from participation

in the arts. The desperate need to find the holy grail of a reliable

evaluation protocol has resulted in a growing body of literature,

both empirical and conceptual in nature, discussing the various

pitfalls of current methods, or putting forwards yet another toolkit

for impact evaluation. A number of exhaustive literature reviews

have been published in the last five years, in order to gain a clearer

idea of what the impacts of the arts actually are and how they can be

measured, with a view to describing the strength and weaknesses of

current methods.16

Having read through this body of literature reviews, the general

feeling that one is left with, is that the quality of the evidence on the

social impacts of the arts is generally poor, and that evaluation method-

ologies are still unsatisfactory. The literature, indeed, seems to

corroborate the conclusions presented by the Australian researchers

White and Rentschler, who, speaking at the 2005 International

Conference on Arts & Cultural Management, have characterised the

state of the research field into the impacts of the arts as ‘embryonic’ still.
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30 Culture Vultures

I would suggest that the main areas where shortcomings in

current evaluation procedures can be identified are:

• TThhee  iissssuuee  ooff  tthhee  ccaauussaalliittyy  lliinnkk: Noting that a change has occurred

against a predefined indicator after participation in a cultural

activity is not enough to argue that the transformation was caused

by the arts activity itself. For the arts impact argument to hold, it is

crucial to establish a causal relation between the transformation

observed and the cultural project or activity being evaluated. This

might entail a before/after comparison, although assessment of the

participants before their involvement in the activity is still rare.

• TThhee  ooppppoorrttuunniittyy  ccoosstt  iissssuuee: An important basis for spending

decisions is evidence of policy effectiveness and cost-efficiency.

Therefore, the onus is on the cultural sector to convince the

Treasury department that they provide the most cost-effective

means to tackling social exclusion, health problems and so on,

thus performing better at achieving the predefined targets than

more traditional and established practices within social and

health services. My argument however, is that the sector, is still far

from being able to offer funders this type of evidence.

• TThhee  qquueessttiioonn  ooff  oouuttccoommee  vveerrssuuss  oouuttppuuttss: One of the points of

concern in current methodologies for impact assessment is that

evaluation usually happens, soon after the arts activity takes place,

so that the alleged life-changing effects of the experience (which,

realistically, will take some time to become evident) are likely to

be completely missed out in the evaluation process.

• TThhee  iissssuuee  ooff  ssuucccceessssffuullllyy  ttrraannssffoorrmmiinngg  ‘‘aanneeccddoottaall  eevviiddeennccee’’  iinnttoo

rroobbuusstt  qquuaalliittaattiivvee  ddaattaa: Another common criticism moved against

current methods for impact assessment is that evaluation
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processes tends to rely heavily on anecdotal evidence and partici-

pants’ declarations. Whilst the discussion and measurement of the

transformative power of arts participation cannot elude the

collection and analysis of qualitative data, there is a potential risk

in equating reported experiences with robust data. A collection of

quotes from projects organisers and participants does not auto-

matically translate into a solid evaluation report.

• TThhee  qquueessttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  ddiissttiinnccttiioonn  bbeettwweeeenn  ‘‘aaccttiivvee’’  aanndd  ‘‘ppaassssiivvee’’  ppaarrttiicc--

iippaattiioonn: The highest proportion of extant impacts assessment

studies tend to focus on the evaluation of participatory arts

projects. This can be explained by the fact that it is ostensibly

easier to demonstrate measurable impacts in this area of work

than in the more mainstream provision of galleries, museums and

the performing arts. However, since the provision of art to

audiences (as opposed to the active involvement of participants in

an arts project) constitutes by far the largest proportion of the

publicly funded cultural sector, this is precisely the area where the

effort in developing a satisfactory assessment procedure should

concentrate. Ideally, a robust impact evaluation protocol should

be able to tackle the assessment of the social impacts of a broader

range of culturally diverse artistic experiences.

• TThhee  iissssuuee  ooff  aarrttiissttiicc  qquuaalliittyy: It is often the case that, in the process of

social impacts assessment, the importance attributed to the expected

beneficial social outcomes overshadows aesthetic considerations. This

could be explained by the fact that cultural projects with explicit social

aims are often funded in the context of anti-poverty strategies or

urban regeneration programmes. In these cases aesthetic preoccupa-

tions are not always the primary reason why the projects were funded

in the first place. However, there is no denying that cultural policy
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decisions (especially by funding bodies such as the Arts Council)

always imply a judgement largely based on aesthetic criteria. A

rigorous impact assessment methodology therefore ought to be able

to incorporate evaluation criteria that also refer to the aesthetic

sphere. The problem here is that finding the way to best evaluate the

artistic quality of an arts project is far from being an easy task.

• TThhee  qquueessttiioonn  ooff  nneeggaattiivvee  iimmppaaccttss: This is another important issue

that is routinely ignored in the discussion and measurement of

the social impacts of the arts. The political and practical reasons

for such neglect are obvious, and yet, to the careful observer, the

evidence that the arts might actually have a negative effect on

people is out there. For instance, a recent paper co-authored by

the renown scholar of creativity Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (the

creator of the ‘theory of flow’) reported the result of a vast

empirical research that showed that young people who loved

reading for pleasure and spent part of their leisure time reading

displayed lesser social skills and lower indicators of happiness

than their peers who devoted their free time to playground

games.17 Whilst it would be foolish to suggest that funding to liter-

ature programmes should be cut on the basis of this evidence, a

serious approach to social impacts assessment ought to at least

acknowledge that no guarantees can be made that the impacts of

a cultural activity will always and necessarily be positive. Similarly,

the negative effects of culture-led regeneration (with regards to

phenomena of gentrification) are also well documented. The

experience gained in the course of the last two decades - through

the consistent use of culture as an important element in the

process of urban revival - is that the arts can actually be socially

divisive, and lead to what have been described as ‘culture wars’.

32 Culture Vultures
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For this reason, we need to consider the potential negative conse-

quences of arts activity as well as the beneficial ones. 18

• TThhee  eetthhiiccaall  qquueessttiioonn: This is an issue that is often (perhaps conve-

niently) overlooked. An important exception is represented by Paola

Merli who has suggested that the underlying inspiration behind

strategies that tackle social exclusion through the arts is the notion

that “the poor should be soothed through ‘therapeutic’ artistic activ-

ities”. In the mid-‘90s, US political theorist, Nancy Fraser, summed up

this sentiment: “cultural domination supplants exploitation as the

fundamental injustice. And cultural recognition displaces socio-

economic redistribution as the remedy for injustice and the goal of

political struggle”.19 In other words, the concern for addressing social

cohesion and inclusion through a ‘soft’ approach such as the use of

cultural projects, might be seen as a convenient means to divert

attention from the real causes of today’s social problems and the

tough solutions that might be needed to solve them.According to this

line of reasoning, the whole discourse of social inclusion is a lot more

appealing to the political elite than the old-fashioned rhetoric of

poverty and the call for economic redistribution. As Merli explains:

… making deprivation more acceptable is a tool to endlessly reproduce

it. Social deprivation and exclusion arguably can be removed only by

fighting the structural conditions which cause them. Such conditions

will not be removed by benevolent arts programmes.20

Conclusions

So, we come back to the initial question “are the beneficial social impacts

of the art a myth or reality?” The lack of evidence and the problems in
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current evaluation procedures would seem to invalidate the claims that

the arts can tackle social exclusion, health, crime issues and so on and so

forth. And yet, the faith of politicians, arts administrators and artists

alike in the transformative powers of the arts is extremely resilient. One

of the most fascinating aspects of present-day cultural policy is that,

despite the problems and limitations that I have discussed above, the

growing trend towards instrumentality has not been slowed down by

the obvious lack of evidence of the existence of such impacts. It is signif-

icant that, in a recent paper, Matarasso himself has taken a stance against

what he sees as the excesses of arts evaluation:

Instead of being guided by the possibility of opening debate about

culture within democratic society, arts evaluation is little more than

an extension of private sector managerialism to a public service.21

Despite what I have referred to as the ‘evidence dilemma’, the

rhetoric of instrumentalism and measurement is still popular. The

present Secretary of State, Tessa Jowell, made a recent attempt to find

alternative (and possibly non-instrumental ways) to articulate the

value of the arts to society. Her essay, entitled Government and the

Value of Culture (2004), was hailed as a welcome and overdue appeal

for the reinstatement of ‘arts for arts’ sake’. However, the essay is

fraught with internal contradictions, and is, in truth, far from being

a repudiation of instrumentalism in cultural funding and policy.

Jowell claims that one of the main tasks of government in today’s

society is to eliminate “the poverty of aspiration which compromises

all our attempts to lift people out of physical poverty. Engagement

with culture can help alleviate this poverty of aspiration”. She also

adds: “Addressing poverty of aspiration is also necessary to build a

34 Culture Vultures
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society of fairness and opportunities”. I would suggest that this final

statement brings us back full circle, for, if the arts can and should

address poverty of aspiration, and this can bring about a just society,

then the arts are entrusted with the task of bringing about the condi-

tions for such a “society of fairness and opportunities” to exist. In

other words, we are back to a worldview whereby the arts are to be

supported for the ‘good’ they do to society.

Recommendations

Where does this leave the cultural policy-makers and professionals

working in the cultural sector? I would suggest that an important step

forward would be the adoption of a more cautious approach to the

whole rhetoric of the social impacts of the arts. Making exaggerate

claims for the potential of the arts to transform lives will inevitably

backfire if such claims cannot be substantiated by evidence. A more

realistic vision of how the public interacts with the arts forms that are

currently funded through taxpayers’ money is certainly needed,

together with the sobering realization that one cultural event cannot

have all sorts of social impacts on all its audiences/participants, and that

the workings of the arts on people’s psyche are not something that you

can always plan and direct in advance.

Secondly, I would suggest that the only way out of the ‘evaluation

dilemma’ is a genuine commitment to serious evaluation work, and

the acceptance that it is unlikely that robust evidence for whether

and how the arts have life-transforming powers could ever be

achieved through a ‘quick, one-size-fits-all’ evaluation toolkit.

Impacts evaluation, if done properly, is a time- and resource-

consuming exercise: there are no acceptable shortcuts!
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Finally, I would argue that it befalls on researchers, policy makers

and administrators working in the cultural sector to push for a

‘critical deconstruction’ of the notion of evidence, with a view to

elaborating a more relevant and useful understanding of what

constitutes acceptable and adequate evidence of social impact in the

cultural sphere. Freeing the debate over the social impacts of the arts

from the straightjacket of a view that equates acceptable evidence

with a narrow conception of performance measurement will mean

being finally able to talk meaningfully about all that performance

indicators fail to assess. The area of debate this exercise would ulti-

mately free up might turn out to be the very essence of what the arts

‘do’ to people.
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